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Introduction
The map has been created and updated with

the description and photos of the eco-paths

selected in each partner country and with

theEco-paths cards. Also it has been integrated

in the project website ecowalks.eu

Each Eco-card is in English and in the language

of the country to which it refers.  

The structure of the map is in the language of

the country it corresponds to. And the content,

such as the cards are in both English and the

language of the country the path is in.

http://ecowalks.eu/


About the map
We used Google Maps to create this map, it is

the most well-known tool. It’s a very user

friendly program for creating maps.

All the information that we need, such as trails,
points/icons, texts, links, images, can be

imported and embed it on the website.

Also, other options can be imported like, GPX
files that showcase the paths/trails.

It is easy to share the map via link for viewing or

you can enable editing and invite people to

collaborate with you.

Also, it’s responsive with most of the devices,

cause it's work more swiftly with pc & mobile.



How it works?

01 Upload GPX files of
your desired routes

02 Put pins, add
description and images

03
If needed draw
routes, polygons, add
notes or more images

04 Share the map



















Hit the “style” icon inside the pin that you create!

You can change
colors and select
which icon is the
best for you icons
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QR code to preview
the map!


